A GUIDE FOR THE KINOKABARET
by Dave Lojek, Victoria Chan, and Katharina Sellnau

What is a KinoKabaret?
Making short films within 4 days is the premise for our KinoKabaret. The concept of quickly organized
independent semi-professional or amateur filmmaking was spawned in Canada by Christian Laurence in
Montreal in 1999 and has quickly spread around the world. KinoBerlino was born 2004. The brevity of
available production time necessitates cooperation, imagination, and a talent for quick thinking among all
dedicated participants.
KinoKabarets are makeshift and chaotic, but they offer a unique experience to try out the medium, to learn
a lot, and to meet enthusiastic film people. The usual crowd consists of young directors and actors,
autodidacts and film students, semi-professional camera operators and editors as well as musicians and
make-up artists. Anyone who wants to join the kabaret is welcome, as we adhere to a non-competitive
approach. Originality is as important as craftsmanship.
Technical Issues
With the rapid development of digital technology and affordable film equipment, low budget inde-pendent
filmmaking has become more accessible for many people. Video footage is shot on DSLR or better
cameras and edited on laptop computers (with programs such as Final Cut Pro, AVID, Adobe Premiere
Pro, After Effects, or Sony Vegas).
Film music and sound effects can be either recorded or composed directly on laptops (using software such
as Qbase, Logic, Wavelab, Fruity Loops, and Reason) or in the recording studio with instruments. Finished
projects are then exported, transcoded and compressed into files to be copied onto USB drives for the
screenings via DCP projector or collected on hard disks. Note that we use the PAL video system in Europe
with a frame rate of 25p. The individual running time of a film must not exceed 7 to 10 minutes. Please
consider making your films as short as possible. The attention span of any given audience is limited and
there are usually a lot of movies. Ask for help to trim your films.
Admission / Code of Conduct
Upon entering the KinoLab for the first time you will be asked to register at our office desk. Please bring a
mobile phone! After paying the participation fee, you will receive an ID badge. You are now entitled to eat,
drink, borrow equipment, cast a crew, and find a space for your luggage. The lab serves as a base and
nexus. Please wear your badge at all time to promptly identify yourself. At least one staff member should
always be present at the KinoLab. Ask anyone, if you need help.
Sharing knowledge and skills is highly recommended. We welcome everyone to experience a friendly and
team-spirited environment. Nobody sleeps in the lab.
Furthermore, security is our priority. Please keep the rooms safe and clean always. Protect the lab,
because your gear is at stake there, too. Please respect the ban on smoking, liquor, drugs, and pollution,
as the location is a youth club where children have access.
Producing your films
A new kabaret round usually starts with simple ideas developed in the months before. At the production
meeting in the morning the directors / script writers will briefly pitch their film project at the kinolab. They
say whom and what they require to form a new film crew. Present actors, editors, camera operators,
producers, sound engineers, and musicians will then decide to join their favourite film projects. After the
meeting / breakfast each crew plans their project and leaves for their film sets.
Please note that we are not responsible for the shooting locations you choose or for obtaining a legal
permit (Drehgenehmigung). You can also ask local kabaret participants for cars or permission to shoot in
their private homes! Keep in mind to finish your films on time for the screenings (See schedule for further
information).
Equipment
Before you start sharing your expensive gear, please label ALL your equipment with your name. If you
possess a Kensington lock for your laptop, use it to prevent theft.
You will be responsible for any damage or loss of equipment you borrow. So, bring your insurance
documents to our workshop. ALWAYS ASK BEFORE YOU TAKE SOMETHING! Always report your
problems a.s.a.p., so we can try and solve them.

Costumes & Make-Up
KinoBerlino can provide you with some costumes of the past years (ask our team members to access the
prop room). However, we advise you to bring as many costumes and make-up as you can.
Music / Sound
Musicians are advised to bring samples of their work and style on mp3 keys or SoundCloud, so that the
filmmakers may get a first impression and choose accordingly. Additionally, musicians should be prepared
to quickly record their own performance or compose digitally. Keep in mind that you only have a few hours
to make the music! We provide a small recording studio and synthesiser.
The best and safest method to acquire music and sound effects for a film is to directly compose the score
while the editor polishes the rough cut on the last day of the production. This way, you will know how long
the scenes are and how many themes you need.
The second-best way to include music in a film is to use material from people you know personally and
who give you written permission.
The third legal possibility to do obtain music is to download material that is not copyrighted or has a
Creative Commons license for free non-commercial use and broadcast. archive.org • freesound.org •
soundclick.com • jamendo.com
Data Security (Virus blocker and Firewall)
We strongly recommend you always have a firewall and virus scanner running on your computers. We
have previously experienced problems with malware entering via USB devices as well as wi-fi networks
or any other data carrier.
FILMMAKERS (directors, authors, producers) should plan ahead of time. Apart maybe from experimental
or animation shorts, kabaret films are team endeavours. Please formulate scripts, shot lists, production
plans, or ask screenwriters and producers to do that! Most trained actors and crew are used to working
with screenplays. If you have complicated shots or scenes in difficult locations, make sure you arrange for
the required gear and have permission from the host. Keep an eye on the production time. Respect the
expertise of the team. If you intend to tell a story, make sure it is worth the effort. Be clear and wise. Think
angles for the editor.
ACTORS should be prepared to improvise on the set. There is little time for rehearsal. Many kabaret
directors are inexperienced and need guidance. Whichever method you have acquired to get into
character, use it to take the pressure off the director. Join the acting classes in the morning for warm-up.
Once you have agreed to act in a film, make sure you are fully committed and will stick to the project until
the end. Never torpedo a film because of your ego or more interesting projects! Trash might be inevitable
in many cases, thus the spontaneity of the kabaret requires the lowering of expectations. Only very few of
our films are ever accepted at festivals, but some of them might be useful for demo material. Kabarets are
testing grounds, we learn by making mistakes. But the group spirit and absence of competition make this
experience truly unique. We hope you don’t overbook.
CAMERA and BOOM OPERATORS and GAFFERS will encounter hasty conditions, young directors and
actors, makeshift sets or must record without preparing lights. Many locations will require windshield for
the boom mics or extreme camera-iris settings for night shots. Try to finish a film instead of losing too
much time for “nice pictures”. Yet always take b-shots, atmo sounds, and cutaways when you find a
moment to please the editor. Be economic and swift.
EDITORS will encounter as much time pressure as the rest of the team, maybe more. Together with the
musicians they are the ones closest to the deadlines. Sacrificing sleep might be necessary, but don’t
complain, because we advise you to recharge your batteries regularly. Don’t party too hard! Please export
the films in time to be able to compress them for the screening. Format: Container = mp4, codec h.264,
bitrate up to 15 Mbit/s, two pass progressive encoding, frame rate 25fps, size 1920x1080p, square
pixels, stereo.
EVERYONE: Bring USB 3 hard drives (formatted for MAC & PC in exFAT) and USB 3 keys to collect your
films and footage. After the event everyone goes back to their own life and usually the footage and films
are forgotten. If you need the footage as demo, get it from the editors during the KinoKabaret.

